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MINI DVR HIDDEN BODY CAMERA RECORDER 

Model Number – mini-pkt-dvr 
 
Short Description 
Mini HD Pocket DVR Body Camera with Night Vision is available to order online or simply call 
our office. Most credit cards accepted, and we offer discreet online tracking overnight express 
post-delivery. Ideal as a nanny cam, body camera, handheld hidden camera, spy camera, wall 
mounted security camera or as a disguised hidden camera for homes, offices, and warehouses 
etc. This isn’t just any hidden spy camera. With 1080P HD video recording and audio, this truly 
is amazing quality despite it’s miniature size.  
  
Description 
Pictured below is the Hidden Camera Surveillance Mini HD Pocket DVR Spy Camera. One of 
the smallest security cameras on the market, it delivers super high recording resolution, and it 
supports up to 64GB Micro SD (optional) memory card. When the memory card is full it will 
auto overwrite from the earliest recording date, so you won’t miss a thing.    
 
Mini HD Pocket DVR Body Spy Camera is supplied with a range of camera mounting options 
for personal use but being so small it can be very easily hidden. The included miniature 
brackets and clips are suited to shirt pockets, Jackets, T-shirts, or wall mounting. However, if 
the camera is to be handheld or hidden, there’s no need to use any bracket but nonetheless 
included.  
 

 
 
If you prefer to hide the camera somewhere, it’s certainly small enough. This mini HD Hidden 
body camera can function continuously for up to 100 minutes at 1080P resolution or 2 hours 
at 720P.  If on the other hand you require longer term recording, we provide a mini-USB lead 
and a 5V USB Australian power adapter with each camera at no extra cost.   
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When 240V power connected, the 5V USB adapter will both power the camera and charge the 
internal battery thus allowing for longer term recording and surveillance if preferred.   
 
Mini HD Pocket DVR Body Spy Camera can also be connected to a PC or MAC USB interface 
to charge the internal battery. However, PC USB will only charge the battery and allow for SD 
memory card access, it won’t power the camera to record.  Only the supplied 5V USB power 
supply will do that.  
 

  
 
What other functions does the Mini DVR Cam support? 
Incredible as it may seem, this world’s smallest Body Worn hidden Spy camera supports 
Constant recording or Motion Detection recording. Users simply choose their preferred 
recording requirement by moving a sliding camera switch one way or the other.  What could 
be easier than that?  
 
Whilst the camera has an internal rechargeable battery, some customers assume that by using 
motion detection recording, this will allow for significantly longer recording capacity which isn’t 
quite true. Motion detection means that each time the camera detects movement, it will record 
for a few minutes and save that recording as a memory card file, time and date stamped.  
However, the camera is on and armed regardless of motion so whilst the camera is armed, it’s 
still using battery power.  There is little power consumption difference between motion or 
constant recording.  Both options allow for a few hours of recording per charge or connect to 
power for longer term recording, that’s the key.  
 
To playback recordings stored to the internal micro memory card, either connect the camera 
to your PC or MAC USB and this will recognise a new device found.  We prefer to use VLC 
although the camera supports Windows Media Player and other 3rd party players.    
 
Each camera is supplied with a USB SD card reader meaning users may remove the memory 
card, slot it into the reader and connect the reader to any PC or MAC USB interface.  View the 
camera recordings and if any event is deemed to be important, copy and save that recording 
to PC so it’s never lost or overwritten.  
 
All video and audio SD card recordings are in sync with a time and date stamp for authenticity.  
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What customers like 
Customers love the size and how well it can be concealed even in plain sight! In terms of 
recording comparison to other miniature cameras, there is no comparison.  

Customers also enjoyed the camera mounting and wearing attachment options. The camera 
mini HD DVR spy camera recorder can be worn several ways or hidden in a discreet location. 

Mini Hidden Spy Camera is one of the very best wearable spy cameras and for good reason. 
Not only does the body spy cam support an SD card up to 64GB capacity (must be class 10 
or better) but it also has night vision HD video and motion detection! Whether you’re looking 
for a hidden security camera, or body worn, this tiny camera has it all!   

Furthermore, this wearable hidden spy camera comes with a TON of extras. The package 
includes a front clip, rear clip, camera mount bracket, screws, instructions, 12 months warranty, 
card reader, reset pin, and a USB cable for charging. All in all, a neat product to get you all the 
secret security footage you will even need.  

 

 
 

This is a DVR (Digital Video Recording) body worn spy camera.  It does not support WiFi and 
can’t be remotely accessed from a mobile phone or Internet.  Hidden Camera Surveillance 
does offer a wide range of WiFi Hidden Spy Cameras as well and if this is what you’re seeking, 
call or email our us. 
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Specifications 
HD Digital Video Recorder 
Resolution: 1080P & 720P x 720 at real time 
Audio 
Motion detection  
Constant recording all supported 
Built in lithium rechargeable battery 
Operational time approx. 100 minutes at 1080P or 120 minutes at 720P 
Can be 5V powered for long term access 
Video Format: AVI 
Frame: 25fps Real time 
Auto activate No Glow invisible IR 
Audio: Yes, in sync with video 
Visual Angle: 120 degrees 
Motion Detection: Yes 
Rechargeable lithium battery  
Compressed Format: MJPEG 
Maximum memory capacity: Micro SD Card up to 64GB 
Player Software: VLCPlayer/SMPlayer, Windows Media Player etc. 
Computer Operating System: Windows/Mac OS X 
Dimensions; 4 x 2 x 1.5cm 
Weight 16 grams 
 
How does it work? 
Spy Security cameras are commonly used in areas where the user needs to discreetly enter a 
particular zone. That could be to ensure valued goods and belongings are not being stolen or 
it may be that you have a cleaner or nanny suspected of stealing. Perhaps when a child is 
being minded, nice peace of mind if nothing else to know that child is cared for and being well 
treated.   
 
It may be that you need to covertly record what a person is doing is a store.  It’s not the sort of 
device people will take any notice of but that’s the point.  You may not be intending to hide the 
camera but that’s totally up to you.  
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